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Reference Quality 24bit upsampling D/A Converter

Reference Series - 24bit DAC

The Reference Series 24bit DAC is made to order personally for each customer, each one being completely hand built with
attention to every detail & personalised with a specific build code unique to each DAC.

In the same way as the matching reference headphone amplifier, this is a DAC for those who are not only interested in
obtaining more pleasure out of listening to music, but also ideal for those who are looking for a DAC that is not mass

produced, having a high level of personal attention to detail & something that is built to last.

The Reference Series 24bit DAC is a high quality reference grade upsampling digital to analogue converter, combining accurate
sound quality which provides a perfect source to our reference series headphone amplifier.

The Reference Series 24bit DAC offers a true reference quality sound, convenience of multiple digital inputs, 
of which are all upsampled, combined with excellent hand built/crafted quality & long term reliability.
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Modular in design ensures long life span...

We have designed the DAC to be modular to provide excellent future
proofing. For example if a new DAC chip becomes available in 5 years

from now, providing it improves performance then we will be able to
design a new module for existing DAC owners, rather than having to

upgrade the entire DAC at extra expense!

Every single component is also soldered by hand with both digital &
analogue sections remaining completely separate, each section has

its own ground plane & return path, in fact the DAC makes use of
four individual ground planes. With the highest quality components

used this ensures the best performance & long term reliability.

High quality upsampling on all digital inputs...

Hand built & crafted to the highest standards...

Every single process is performed right here in our purpose built
workshop, this unique way of working means that we can have 

complete control over every aspect of the design & build process.

Every single front panel, volume knob, feet etc, are all crafted from
high grade aluminium bar stock to a precise quality of finish, with

the final stage being our own printing process, with legends
that will never wear or rub off even after many years of use.

All digital inputs are upsampled to 24bit 192kHz via an independently
powered upsampling circuit using a very low jitter (<1ps) high quality
master clock.

Regardless of whether the input is 16bit 44.1kHz or even 24bit 192kHz,
the jitter reduction stages effectively remove any jitter present to below
audible levels. This process applies to all digital inputs (including USB)
ensuring optimum & uniform sound quality regardless of which input is
used or which sampling rate is fed into the DAC.

Seven stage linear regulated power supply...

The DAC also features a seven stage linear power supply. Rather than
using a single supply for analogue & digital sections whereby power is

often shared, we have designed the DAC so that every single IC
features its own completely separate regulated power supply section,
whether it be the USB controller, upsampler, WM8741 DAC or output

stage, this has resulted in both measured & audible benefits over
simpler designs.

The DAC also features a new modular design, this has allowed us to
make use of separate multilayer PCBs for improved performance,
since the digital & analogue sections are kept entirely separate. 



Front Panel Features...

The DAC also features an input selector switch to change between
various inputs, along with visual indication of the working state of

the DAC (shown below):

(Audio) - An audio signal is present & is the correct format.

(Error) - No digital input, or an incorrect format is detected*.

(USB) - A USB host connection has been established.

* The DAC will not decode encoded data streams such as AC3, if an incorrect format is used the red “Error” LED will illuminate.

The DAC also features a “Digital Input” selector switch on the front panel, this allows easy & convenient selection between the
various digital inputs available.  The switch can be switched between digital inputs while the DAC is powered up, there will be
no pops or crackles whatsoever when switching between inputs.

The “Analogue” switch position selects the analogue source connected to the “Line In” sockets at the rear of the DAC, since
the analogue signal is not passed through the DAC circuitry, the DAC can be powered down when using an analogue source.

The way in which we have designed the DAC means that the sound quality is what we consider true reference grade, by this
we mean a sound quality that is capable of revealing the most subtle detail in the music, whilst providing this in a way which
remains not only transparent but very musical sounding & well balanced, not emphasising any end of the frequency spectrum.

In listening tests with a setup consisting of a Reference Series 24bit DAC connected to our reference headphone amplifier
provides an immensely enjoyable listening experience which is both very addictive & entertaining. 

The DAC also provides a convenient & cost effective way of obtaining an ultra high quality source, you can use practically
any CD or even a DVD player as a transport, whichever you decide to use will work perfectly as a transport with the DAC
bypassing the analogue stage inside the CD/DVD player, instantly transforming it into an extremely high quality source.

Effective Multi Stage jitter reduction Design...

When it comes to digital equipment there are many aspects that effect the final sound quality, the one most focussed on in 
recent times being jitter & whereby Asynchronous USB seems to have caught the eye of marketing experts who will be keen 
to point out why this is suddenly now essential & have you believe that this is the only way in order to achieve great sound 
quality from USB.  Unfortunately the consumer will only have this marketing & sales hype to go on when deciding what to 
purchase & anyone more knowledgeable on the subject would most likely be designing their own, however when it comes 
to designing a DAC there are many ways of reducing jitter & therefore achieving the same goal, which is of course to 
achieve optimum sound quality at the final output.

Supplied with a high quality external transformer...

While the seven stage linear power supply for the DAC is located
inside the aluminium chassis on the main DAC pcb, the mains

transformer has the advantage of being an external item.

The transformer uses a high quality professional grade 3 pin mini
connector with a replaceable mains lead.

Rather than supplying a cheap plug in type or making the
transformer available as an after market “upgrade”, our external

transformer is supplied with every DAC as standard so no
upgrades or additional purchases are required.



While the subject is quite in-depth & obviously far more technical than what is briefly described here, to keep it in simple 
terms, the simplest DAC featuring USB connectivity usually consists of two key stages, the first being the USB stage, the 
second being the D/A stage (this also happens to be the final stage of which you listen to). The USB stage converts USB 
data signals into a format the D/A stage understands, therefore any jitter present in this first stage would basically be sent 
straight into the final output, if the jitter is left unchecked & is high enough then this has the potential to degrade the sound 
quality. 

This type of simple design is where Asynchronous USB can provide a relatively simple & cost-effective way of improving jitter 
performance which should in turn improve overall sound quality.

However, with the Reference DAC we are using a far more advanced multiple stage design, so instead of the USB being sent 
straight into the final stage whereby the final output would be heavily dependent on the quality of the USB signal, the signal is 
instead passed through a first stage which employs very effective jitter attenuation. After this stage the signal is then re-
clocked & is now controlled by means of a dedicated timing circuit using an ultra low jitter master clock. After this stage it is 
then asynchronously upsampled by another stage which is extremely effective at removing any small amounts of jitter left 
over from the first stage. 

This entire process applies not only to the USB, but also the optical & coaxial digital inputs & once passed though these 
extra stages any initial jitter present on any of the digital inputs is reduced to levels which are no longer audible & would not 
cause any degradation to the final sound quality.  Only after these extra stages is the signal now pure enough to be passed 
into the final stage, which is the D/A converter ready for processing to analogue audio.

Therefore in terms of USB audio, while Asynchronous USB is a simple & cost effective method of reducing jitter for DACs 
where perhaps no other jitter reduction methods would be in place, they are not without some negatives & certainly not the 
only way to achieve the same result. In fact during the early design stages we tested both methods & the extra jitter 
attenuation stages inside the Reference DAC proved to be extremely effective at removing any jitter rather than simply relying 
on asynchronous USB alone as a solution to the problem. Furthermore, our design does not require any firmware updates or 
drivers of which some were found to be problematic & also allows us to provide far better long term support, since 
asynchronous USB controllers are made in the far east of which we could not guarantee any long term commitment 
especially since several of the controllers have already become discontinued & no longer supported.

With jitter firmly out of the way & no longer an issue, this means uniform sound quality is achieved across all digital inputs, 
the only difference now with asynchronous USB would be support for higher than 16bit 48kHz (this only applies to USB as 
the optical & coaxial have native support for 24bit 96/192kHz), we find the vast majority of owners use our DAC to upsample 
CD or other Hi-Fi audio equipment using optical or coaxial connections. When it comes to an entirely computer based 
environment consisting of high resolution music, the DAC can still be used effectively with 24bit 96/192kHz music & despite 
the fact that no upsampling will occur with high resolution music, the extra jitter attenuation of all three stages will still remain 
highly effective. The USB supports CD audio up to 48kHz but since most computers now days feature S/PDIF coaxial &/or 
optical digital outputs via a soundcard means that USB is certainly not the only way of connecting a computer based system 
to a DAC when support for 24bit 96/192kHz may be required, if you do require native support for higher than 48kHz via USB 
then an external USB to S/PDIF converter can always be used, as always there are plenty of ways to achieve the same task.

The reason for the information supplied here is to provide some helpful information free of any marketing bias to explain how 
we use very effective design methods to address the issue of jitter & also to highlight that there are many ways of achieving 
the same result, so not quite as black & white as it may first appear. We would also like to point out that we design products 
based on what produces this final result, rather than designing based on what makes for good marketing & is one of many 
reasons why people come to us since they always receive honest advice based on years of design experience & facts, rather 
than a few well chosen marketing phrases designed to attract more sales.

Finally with all this talk of various techniques & design methods, at the end of the day it is all too easy to lose sight of what is 
most important, it is not solely about whether a DAC features a particular component, has so many bits, runs at 96kHz, 
384kHz or indeed higher (of which no doubt we will see heavily marketed in the near future). What really matters is the design 
as a whole, therefore with the Reference DAC featuring multi stage processing in the digital domain ensuring no problems 
with jitter, along with the low noise & low distortion performance in the analogue domain with every stage being powered 
independently from the next, a detailed reference grade sound quality has therefore been achieved. Of course rather than 
taking our word on this, please feel free to read comments from other owners of which we have received very positive 
feedback for our products.

(Below is a simplified block diagram of the Reference DAC).



Other Features...

The DAC also makes use of a few features which are built into the WM8741 DAC used, the first being a three position
“Digital Filter”, this feature enables you to adjust the digital filter to one that suits your own preference.

While the feature makes a clear difference in visual measurements, audibly the effect on the output is very subtle & requires
the highest quality headphones & a keen ear in order to appreciate the differences. 

Filter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3

Digital Attenuation...

Another feature of the WM8741 DAC is a digital attenuate, this has the effect of reducing the digital signal by -2dB, the theory
is that when a digital signal reaches 0dBFS, intersample clipping may occur if +dBFS signals are allowed, by reducing the
signal by -2dB before the digital filter, this may then help to prevent such a phenomenon.

The S/PDIF Coaxial input is transformer coupled, often referred to as “Galvanically Isolated”, this has many advantages over
a standard S/PDIF Coaxial input & drastically reduces the possibilities of ground loops which can cause hum.

While an isolated grounding offers many advantages, there are certain instances where a traditional direct ground is preferable,
therefore we have implemented a feature on the DAC whereby there is a switch on the rear of the DAC so that you can switch
between “Transformer Coupled” or “Direct Ground”.

This can be safely switched to either setting when the DAC is powered up or down.

S/PDIF Ground Selection...

Digital Filter Selection...

Block Diagram...
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Hand Made in England3 Year Warranty

Designed & built by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts.

NJC Audio - Quality British Engineered Audio Equipment
www.njc-audio.co.uk

sales@njc-audio.co.uk

3 Year Guarantee....

USB*
or S/PDIF

Computer (PC/MAC)

Or

SACD/CD Player DVD PlayerAny Analogue Source

Optical Coaxial

Analogue

HTPC, Media Server etc...

Pre-Out

Power Amplifier

Active Studio
Monitors

HiFi Speakers

Headphones

Reference Series
Headphone Amplifier

The Reference Series 24bit DAC is guaranteed for 3 years which is there for peace of mind, if anything should require
attention or repairing (even though it would be highly unlikely), then this would be free of charge. 

Reference Series 24bit DAC
24bit Upsampling D/A Converter

* If using greater than 16/48, S/PDIF can be used instead

Connections...

SACD/CD Player

Reference Series 24bit DAC
24bit Upsampling D/A Converter

Reference Series
Headphone Amplifier

Computer (PC/MAC)

The DAC offers superb connectivity, allowing both digital & analogue sources to be connected to the DAC (analogue is
passed through), below are a few examples of how many items can be connected to the DAC.

S/PDIF
Coaxial or Optical

USB
or S/PDIF

Headphones

Below shows the full extent of what can be connected to the DAC, making for a very comprehensive high end audio setup,
always use good quality interconnects to ensure a reliable connection from each piece of equipment.


